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What is Privacy Impact Assessment?

• PIA is  a tool for prior scrutiny of privacy 
issues arising around new or significantly 
changed proposals, systems, technologies

• PIA is ideally a project self-assessment tool, 
with external review

• not: an audit, an obstacle, a legal compliance 
tool, a checklist, a one-time assessment

• need to adapt existing examples, e.g., to multi-
agency working

• risk assessment central to PIA



How Could PIA Help in Child Protection?

• by seeing if information sharing complies with 
law

• by focusing on areas for improvement
• by raising awareness of privacy and 

confidentiality issues
• by considering training and accountability in 

multi-agency settings
• by posing sharply focused questions about 

these matters, including risk (see later)  
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• focus on child protection
• non-evaluative, developmental study to assist 

eCare policy-makers and implementers
• to explore hypothetical feasibility of an eCare 

PIA



Report: Methods and Approaches

• analysis of selected child-death inquiries
• analysis of academic research literature
• analysis of inspection reports on local services, 

official papers, policy material, eCare technical 
and policy documents

• analysis of PIA approaches and examples
• interviews with selected eCare practitioners



Case Inquiries: England and Scotland

• no single-cause explanations of child deaths
• important deficiencies in record-keeping, 

collection, interpretation, judgement of and 
action on information

• deficiencies in amount or frequency of 
information sharing is only one factor

• confidentiality is a less important factor



Academic Literature Review

• few studies of privacy and information sharing 
with regard to children’s services

• problems of inter-agency and inter-professional 
collaboration

• relationship between information, risk 
assessment and decision-making is crucial

• ‘intuition’ is prominent in case decision-making
• judgements sometimes affected by availability 

of provision



Official and Policy Literature

• main information issues for PIA addressed
• consistency may be a problem owing to

- varying interpretations of key terms (e.g., 
‘impair seriously’, ‘risk’)
- varying propensities to share 

information in structured and unstructured 
ways, and to make referral decisions
- varying priorities to child protection and 

privacy protection/confidentiality
• policy and guidance cannot obviate need for 

judgement about risk



Risk: ‘False Positives’ 
and ‘False Negatives’ 

• illuminated by case inquiries and literature 
review

• ‘false positives’: cases where a child is at 
serious risk, but where it may later turn out 
that the risk was below that identified at the 
time of protective action

• ‘false negatives’: cases where a child is 
identified not to be at serious risk, but where it 
later turns out that the child was in fact facing 
such a risk and requiring protection



Privacy Protection and Child Protection
• see Table (categories of privacy risk)

– fair and lawful processing
– purpose (‘finality’)
– adequacy, relevance, not excessive
– accurate, up-to-date
– limited retention
– subject access
– (security) 
– (transfer outside EEA)

• privacy risks and child protection risks often 
mutually reinforcing, sometimes in tension over 
‘need to know’ and ‘proportionality’



Conclusions (1)

• information sharing as such may be less of a 
problem than interpretations, meaning, risk 
assessment  and decision-making about 
‘thresholds’ for sharing

• ‘data quality’ and recording are  very 
important to outcomes of sharing

• role of technology and information systems 
should be seen in context of working practices 
and decision-making

• understandings and decisions in cases are very 
important

• confidentiality related to ‘need to know’ and 
amount of information shared



Conclusions (2)

• actions should be proportionate to risk
• decision rules required: risk of ‘false negatives’ 

and ‘false positives’ 
• need for policies on thresholds and rules to 

guide practitioners’ judgements
• these could be part of PIA
• desirable for these to become public documents
• need for policy-makers publicly to support 

professionals’ best efforts to implement 
policies, even where errors may be made in 
pursuit of reducing  risks that are deemed to be 
the most serious for child protection



And Finally: The Information 
Commissioner Says:

‘There are reasons why we need to promote 
better information sharing where children are 
at risk, but whether the right answer is to 
create a database of every child in the country 
should be questioned.’

(The Times, 16 August 2004, p. 2)
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